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Extraterrestrial bodies in orbit around the Sun are called   

When their orbit crosses that of Earth, meteoroids enter the Earth, by chance. 

Depending on the speed, mass and friability of the meteoroid, this ends up as a 

 or as a  fall or meteorite shower. A meteor is distinct from a 

meteorite; it is minute transitory luminous object passing through the earth’s 

atmosphere in the sky produced by the extraterrestrial body, which burns up as 

shooting star during its journey. A  is a meteoroid, large enough and 

resistant enough to survive this passage. Most meteorites are believed to 

originate from the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. A handful of 

meteorites appear to come from the Moon and Mars. A "fall" is a meteorite that 

was observed to fall and then collected. A "find" is a meteorite that was not 

observed to fall but that was found/ discovered and recognized by diagnostic 

features of a meteorite.  

 

  Meteorites are those parts of rocks in our solar system, which neither could be 

planets nor a part of the existing ones, but remain orbiting around the sun or in 

the inner solar system, between Mars and Jupiter. The study of meteorites leads 

to the evolution history of the solar system, nearly 4.6 billion years ago. There 

are also Martian or Lunar meteorites. A  is a rock that formed 

on the planet Mars and was then ejected from Mars by the impact of an asteroid 

or comet, and finally landed on the Earth. Of over 61,000 meteorites that have 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteorites
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been found so far on Earth, 132 were identified as Martian as of 3 March 2014. 

These meteorites are thought to be from Mars because they have elemental and 

isotopic compositions that are similar to rocks and atmosphere gases analyzed 

by spacecraft on Mars. 

   Meteorites are composed of minerals, most of 

which also occur in rocks of earth. However, their proportions differ from those 

in accessible rocks on earth. Rocks similar to certain meteorites may well occur 

within the interior of earth. Based on their composition, meteorites are classified 

into three types: Stony meteorites (dominantly composed of rocky material), Iron 

meteorites (metallic material) and Stony-Iron meteorites (mixtures of stony and 

iron). Nevertheless, these three categories are the most widely used meteorite 

classification system. Stony meteorites are traditionally divided into two sub-

categories viz.;  Chondrites are group of 

meteorites that have undergone little change since their parent bodies originally 

formed and are characterized by the presence of chondrules. Stony meteorites 

with compositions reflecting solar abundances of non-volatile elements are 

regarded as chondrites. Further division based on chemical constituents gives 

us the carbonaceous, ordinary, enstatite, and other chondrite groups. Still 

further division based on petrological aspects gives Types 1 to 7; Type 3 

chondrites have remained unaltered, with lower types experiencing progressive 

aqueous alteration and higher types experiencing progressive thermal or shock 

alteration. Type 7 chondrites are transitional to an Achondrite category. 

Chondrules are found in all petrologic types of chondrites except Types 1 and 7 

where alteration or metamorphism has rendered them indistinct from the 

matrix. Chondrites represent greater than 85% of all meteorite falls on earth. 

  

  Star evolution (Stellar evolution) - Some meteorites actually contain chemical 

species and grains of dust that were produced by stars before the formation of 

our solar system. Study of the behavior of these chemical species and the 

composition of the dust can increase our understanding of stars and their role 

in the formation of universe. 
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  Solar system evolution - The change in chemical, temperature and pressure 

conditions within the early solar system from the study of different meteorite 

components can be discerned. 

  Age of solar system and components - By measuring the abundances and 

parent/daughter ratios of particular isotopes in meteorites, the age of the solar 

system and the relative order in which different meteorite components were 

formed can be better evaluated. 

  Geologic history of the Earth and Moon - Large meteorite impacts have created 

the shape of Earth and Moon. Many scientists believe that huge meteorite 

impact was even responsible for the formation of Moon. 

  History of life - Meteorites may yield/contain chemicals that are very much 

necessary for origin of life leading to search for extra-terrestrial life. 

  Popularizing geosciences and public awareness- From the early history of 

mankind, human race has been fascinated by the extraterrestrial phenomenon 

of ‘shooting’ stars or ‘falling’ stars and meteorite shower. People wondered 

about the ‘Star of Bethlehem’ at the birth of Jesus Christ and speculated it for a 

comet or shooting star. Instances abound in the Hindu mythology also. Study of 

meteorite thus inculcates accurate geoscientific knowledge about it from a 

supernatural phenomenon to a natural phenomenon, etc. 

 

   : 

Since inception of the Geological Survey of India, Sir Thomas Oldham, the 

founder Director of GSI, took interest in collection of meteorites from the private 

collectors and displayed in the gallery of Indian Museum in Calcutta in early 

Sixties of 19
th

 Century. He also started systematic cataloguing of the meteorites. 

GSI has been the authorized curator and repository of all the meteorites fall on 

the Indian territory and presently possesses nearly  of different 

kinds. Geological Survey of India has been the custodian for all meteorite “falls” 

or “finds” within Indian territory and it has conserved the Indian meteorites for 

scientific researches as well as for posterity. Each milligram of meteorite sample 

is invaluable, as the answer to the very question of “our origin” perhaps lies 

within such meteorites. Every meteorite is, to a great extent, unique in its own 
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way and demands extreme urgency and awareness in matters of collection and 

proper preservation

 

  The importance of collection and systematic cataloguing of meteorites was felt 

in the nineteenth century. It was initiated with the purchase of entire meteorite 

collection of Professor Robert Philip Greg by the Government of India in 1865. In 

1867, Sir Thomas Oldham, the first Director of GSI made the third catalogue 

with 258 falls and finds in the series of collections and published. The first 

catalogue was prepared by him in 1864 with collections of 21 stony and 26 iron 

meteorites. In 1868, these were amalgamated with the specimens under the 

possession of the Asiatic Society and later augmented by Indian falls officially 

received and by donations and exchanges. The combined collection of 296 

specimens was rearranged and catalogued in 1879-80 through an excellent 

publication Popular guide to the Geological Collections in the Indian Museum, 

Calcutta, No.3, Meteorites by F. Fedden of GSI. J. Coggin Brown introduced a 

descriptive catalogue of meteorites in the possession of GSI in a 

. A.L. Coulson published a  

cataloguing 1258 meteorite specimens collected till August 1, 1939. This was 

later updated by M.V.N. Murthy et al. in 1969 and P. R. Sengupta and S. 

Sengupta in 1982. Pictorial catalogue of selective one hundred meteorites 

belonging to different chemical groups and petrological types is the first of its 

kind published by GSI in 1999 under the authorship of S. Ghosh and A. Dube. 

Recently a  has also been published by 

GSI and was released on 10
th

 January 2014.  

 

    Geological Survey of India, 

maintained the Meteorite Gallery in the Indian Museum, Calcutta for the public 

display till mid 1980’s. Subsequently the meteorites were shifted to GSI building 

at 15 A & B Kyd Street, Kolkata for security reasons. For scientific conservation, 

National Meteorite Repository was established in GSI for proper curatorial 

preservation of the samples. GSI is maintaining and holding the meteorites 

under ‘ The  of GSI, 

Central Headquarters (CHQ) under Administrative Support System is the 

custodian of the ‘National Meteorite Repository’ of GSI at present and Curatorial 
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work of meteorites are presently carried out as per Director General, GSI Circular 

No. 1001/Cura/Meteorite/2013 dated 10-9-2013. 

High Powered Committee (HPC) of Ministry of Mines in its Report (2009, 

accepted by Union Cabinet in 2011) had recommended that Meteorite and 

Planetary studies should be one of the major activities of GSI under Mission-IV 

(Fundamental Geoscience and Multidisciplinary studies). Taking a cue from the 

HPC recommendation a separate entity of 

 has been felt essential to further objectives of Research and 

Development work related to meteorites and planatory science in India.  

 

 

Geoscientists with inclination for meteorite studies will 

be posted in the Division as per the geoscientific requirement and programmed 

nature of expanded research based activities of the Division. 

 

     will be a dedicated division of GSI to 

be engaged to pursue the study and research on meteorite in National and 

International arena and look after the scientific and intriguing aspects of Indian 

meteorites. This Division will have the sole responsibility and prerogative to 

carry out study and research work on the repository meteorites of ‘

, with due permission from competent authority. The 

Division will also evolve necessary criteria and conditions for any study and 

research on registered meteorites of NMR jointly with the scientists from other 

Research Institutes/ Universities. Merits of any research / MoU proposals with 

 from any institution (not an 

individual) will be strictly examined by the Division for acceptance/rejection and 

put for official approval of DG, GSI. 

  The Curatorial Division, GSI, CHQ will continue to look after the ‘

 located at the 7
th

 floor of GSI office in 15 A & B 
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Kyd Street, Kolkata-700 016  

 

 Till the newly created 

Meteorite and Planetary Studies Division becomes fully operational, the 

Curatorial Division of GSI will continue maintainance and up-keeping of the 

repository meteorites of   

 Inventory of the 

meteorites will be maintained in the NMR. The digital database along with high-

resolution photographs of all the meteorites must be created and continuously 

updated. Database of NMR will be disseminated through GSI portal. The 

Curatorial Division, GSI, CHQ will attend for visit / morphological study 

requisitions of the registered meteorites of NMR after processing and approval 

of the competent authority and will outline the criteria and conditions for visit / 

physical study of the registered meteorites of NMR till Meteorite and Planetary 

Science Division takes over the charge of NMR.  

For any new meteorite fall or find in a particular Region, the concerned GSI 

officer(s), if willing, may be inducted in subsequent research work by 

. Any meteorite fall and find recovered by any 

officer of GSI of any Region is to be handed over to the NMR, CHQ at the 

earliest. No destructive methods to study the meteorite samples should be 

initiated at their end to ensure unwanted wastage of invaluable meteorite 

sample.  

 

 will keep on tracking any data / 

publication / information on Indian meteorites and will add on such data / 

publication / information for incorporation in the inventory of NMR. Any new 

data generated out of a research programme of GSI is also to be passed on for 

the NMR. will provide baseline data 

on new meteorite fall and find to to enable them for registration of new 

meteorite. However, any destructive / non-destructive studies on meteorites 

would be monitored by 

. The 
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 will also pursue and follow-up 

retrieval of all meteorites reportedly in possession of any Research Institute / 

University or individual so as to enrich National Meteorite Repository, GSI, with 

due acknowledgement. 

 

 

 should formulate programmes of 

research on meteorites from FS 2015-16 and should contribute International 

standard papers for IGC 2016 and IGC 2020 and thereafter. Some Meteorite 

studies, which may be taken up by Meteorite and Planetary Science Division, are 

suggested as below: 

 

 To create updated geoscientific database on meteorites. 

 To establish the geochemical (major oxides, trace elements and REE) 

attributes/database of different meteorites present at NMR, CHQ, Kolkata 

and incorporate those data in new scheme of meteorite classification. 

 New trend of noble gas isotope study of meteorites to provide new array of 

information about the origin of meteorites and their spatial (cosmogenic) 

and temporal evolution throughout the geologic time span. 

 Integration of petrochemical–geochemical–isotopic data for proper meteorite 

nomenclature and to understand its cosmo-chemical evolution.    

 Use of Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) to measure cosmogenic 

radionuclides in meteorites to enable studies of cosmic-ray exposure 

histories and infer evolutionary trends. 

 Meteorite research in high-pressure mineralogy and related material. 

 Study of isotopically anomalous materials in meteorites, etc. 
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